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An array of 29 vector magnetometers was operated in N-NE Brazil from November 1990 until March 1991. We
present the analysis of 16 selected quiet days, for which a simple model of an equivalent current distribution for the
Sq and EEJ, fits the observed maximum amplitude of the daily variation at midday.
In equatorial regions the precise latitude profile of the Sq field is masked by the EEJ. This uncertainty is resolved

by assuming that the EEJ, obtained after subtracting the Sq from the daily ranges, should present a ratio of 0.3 for
the westward to eastward current. With this constraint, a combined non-linear least squares inversion of Sq and
EEJ was used to estimate the parameters of Onwumechili’s model of the EEJ current distribution. The H and Z
components of the EEJ are jointly inverted and good agreement obtained between the calculated and observed data
for all 16 days.
The EEJ’s main parameters averaged for 16 quiet days were: A total positive current intensity equal to 67 ± 20

(103 A) for diurnal range M4 (or 80 ± 20 (103 A) for M3) and a half-width of 403 ± 67 km. The EEJ centre was
located at 21 ± 16 km south of the dip equator. The Sq was estimated from several permanent observatories and
found to be centred at a mean latitude of 5.5 ± 2 degrees south.

1. Introduction
In equatorial regions the normal quiet day (Sq) variation

of the geomagnetic field shows a strong enhancement which
is attributed to a narrow electrical current sheet flowing east-
ward along the magnetic dip equator and termed the Equato-
rial Electrojet (EEJ) (Chapman, 1951a). Its associated mag-
netic fields are only observed in a zone approximately 12◦

on either side of the magnetic dip equator (Fig. 1A). In
this zone a ground magnetic observatory records the vector
sum of four different magnetic fields: the external and inter-
nal components of the Sq field and the external and internal
EEJ fields. By “Sq” we mean the smoothed, global-scale
magnetic diurnal variation excluding the EEJ. The external
components are the fields directly attributed to the current
systems in the ionosphere, whereas the internal component
arises from currents induced in the sub-surface by the over-
head current systems. The former provide information on
the condition of the ionosphere whereas the latter reflects the
electrical conductivity structure of the earth at depth. In this
communication we attempt a separation of all four fields for
a region in NNE Brazil (Fig. 1) using ground observations
and a novel joint Sq and EEJ inversion procedure. In ad-
dition we obtained precise estimates of the parameters that
characterise themodel of the EEJ current system as proposed
by Onwumechili (1967).
South America and Africa are the only two areas of the

world where the EEJ zone crosses a continent such that it
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can be studied by ground stations across its entire width.
The magnetic equator crosses the west coast of South Amer-
ica approximately 13◦ south of the equator and then curves
north to cross the geographic equator just off theNNEcoast of
Brazil (Fig. 1A). The relative position and orientation of the
magnetic and geographic equators are important parameters,
because the electrojet behaviour is governed by the dip equa-
tor, whereas the Sq is better represented as a function of the
mean between geographic and dip latitudes (Onwumechili,
1967). In NNE Brazil, the angle between the magnetic and
geographic equators is approximately 30◦. This causes the
EEJ and Sq to combine in a complicated manner. As a large
part of Brazil is under the influence of the EEJ a practical
reason for modelling the EEJ fields is to assess the effect that
spatial inhomogeneities of the electrojet magnetic fields may
have on high resolution aeromagnetic surveys.
The geomagnetic observatory of Huancayo played a cru-

cial role in the discovery and earliest studies of the equato-
rial electrojet (Bartels and Johnston, 1940a,b; Egedal, 1947,
1948; Chapman, 1948, 1951a,b). It was also on the west
coast of South America that the first detailed latitude pro-
file across the EEJ was made by recording magnetic varia-
tions with a line array of 3-component stations (Forbush and
Casaverde, 1961). In Brazil a profile study was conducted
in 1971 by Hesse (Hesse, 1982). Among other findings,
Hesse’s work highlighted the minima in the latitude profile
of the northward component of EEJ’s magnetic field and he
suggested that the internal part of the magnetic field related
to the electrojet was very small. Only a few other EEJ mor-
phological studies have been conducted in Brazil, based on
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Fig. 1. (A) Location of the array relative to the magnetic equator in South America. (B) Enlarged map of the array station sites in NNE Brazil against the
background of the major geological units. Note the coordinate system has been rotated such that the horizontal axis is parallel to the magnetic equator.

isolated temporary and permanent observatories. These stud-
ies compared the longitudinal variations in Huancayo with
NNE Brazil (Kane and Trivedi, 1980, 1982, 1985; Kane,
1987). They showed a distinctive behaviour of the EEJ in
NE Brazil in terms of amplitude, width, time of maximum
and relation of the EEJ with the Sq , emphasising the need for
further investigations in this region. More recently, Stoerzel
(1996) used single-station EEJ magnetic field variations ob-
served in NE Brazil to estimate the Z/H transfer functions
for comparison with the magnetotelluric impedances.
For the present study, 29 temporarymagnetometer stations

were set up in NNE Brazil (Fig. 1B) to provide for the first
time a detailed spatial and temporal record of themorphology
of the EEJ in the Brazilian equatorial region. The array
was deployed as a cooperative project between the Flinders
University of South Australia and the Instituto Nacional de
Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE).

2. Data Acquisition
The Flinders portable vector magnetometer as described

in Chamalaun andWalker (1982) was used in the data acqui-
sition. The current version of the magnetometer differs from
the earlier model in that recording is now in solid state mem-
ory rather than on magnetic tape and the A/D circuit has
been modified to eliminate the need for backing off fields
(Chamalaun and McKnight, 1993). The magnetic varia-
tions were recorded at one minute intervals and with 1 nT

resolution.
The array comprising 29 stations (Fig. 1B) was designed

to be roughly rectangular with the long side perpendicular to
the dip equator as determined from the IGRF. The average
spacing was approximately 100 km and the area covered
extends from 0◦ to 8◦S and 43◦ to 49◦W. Data from the
observatory at Tatuoca as well as the Flinders magnetometer
installed in Natal, 800 km south of the dip equator, are also
included in this study.
Recording started on 22 November 1990 and all instru-

ments were recovered by the end of March 1991. Only three
stations (ACA43, IMP30 and VMR24) failed to record ade-
quate data. The station details are given in Table 1.
To be able to improve our estimate of the spatial variation

of the Sq we have extended the meridional spread by in-
cluding data from the permanent observatories of the USGS
network and from Vassouras in Brazil.

3. Data Selection and Preparation
To study the electrojet, magnetically quiet days should be

selected to ensure that the diurnal variation consists of the
magnetic field variations due to the EEJ and to the Sq only.
In the present study an initial selection of 28 quiet days was
made based on the planetary Q index (Coffey, 1991) but
subsequent visual inspection of magnetograms reduced that
selection to 16 days.
It is instructive to examine the stacked magnetograms.
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Table 1. Station details.

Station Locality Latitude Longitude Distance Magnetic Dip Mean
id. (Deg. S) (Deg. W) (km) inclination latitude latitude

NAT40 Natal −5.8 35.2 −791.49 −15.636 −7.97 −6.9

SJP30 S. J. dos Patos −6.48 43.76 −331.99 −6.678 −3.35 −4.92

BAL02 Balsas −7.44 46.00 −288.72 −5.843 −2.93 −5.19

BBR12 Buriti Bravo −5.88 43.88 −268.42 −5.5 −2.76 −4.32

RIA23 Riachão −7.35 46.78 −234.51 −4.803 −2.41 −4.88

BV108 Boa Vista −5.22 44.32 −180.63 −3.891 −1.95 −3.59

SNE07 Serra Negra −6.37 46.19 −177.16 −3.75 −1.88 −4.12

BDC42 Barra do Corda −5.56 45.27 −155.44 −3.338 −1.67 −3.61

ARC25 Gov. Archer −4.93 44.38 −149.88 −3.258 −1.63 −3.28

GRA17 Grajaú −5.77 46.20 −120.53 −2.704 −1.35 −3.56

PFR41 Porto Franco −6.33 47.16 −115.43 −2.573 −1.29 −3.81

SAL04 Santa Luzia −5.19 46.10 −71.65 −1.791 −0.9 −3.05

BAC29 Bacabal −4.24 44.80 −60.12 −1.58 −0.79 −2.51

ARA36 Arame −4.42 46.09 0 −0.429 −0.21 −2.32

BUR22 Buriticupu −4.55 46.88 34.49 0.229 0.11 −2.22

SIN46 Santa Inês −3.60 45.39 35.13 0.232 0.12 −1.74

RON50 Rondon do Pará −4.82 48.15 84.65 1.17 0.59 −2.12

COC06 Cocalinho −3.23 45.66 86.41 1.236 0.62 −1.3

ITI33 Itinga −4.31 47.60 100.02 1.418 0.71 −1.8

GUR21 Gurupizinho −3.72 47.46 147.48 2.363 1.18 −1.27

STE15 Santa Teresa −2.48 45.78 163.43 2.68 1.34 −0.57

PAR34 Paragominas −3.05 47.30 201.24 3.331 1.7 −0.67

GOI51 Goianésia −3.68 49.08 247.69 4.142 2.07 −0.8

BLV39 Bela Vista −1.81 46.19 250.77 4.315 2.16 0.18

TAL27 Tailândia −3.15 48.97 290.43 4.959 2.48 −0.34

TOM48 Tomé-Açu −2.36 48.13 314.54 5.404 2.71 0.18

BRA13 Bragança −1.12 46.81 352.88 6.196 3.11 1

TAT Tatuoca −1.2 48.5 445.73 7.867 3.95 1.38

VAS Vassouras −22.4 43.6 −31.08 −16.77 −19.59

SJG San Juan 18.1 66.2 47.12 28.30 23.25

DLR Del Rio 29.3 100.8 58.12 38.80 34.05

TUC Tucson 32.2 110.8 58.94 39.70 35.95

BSL Bay St Louis 30.4 89.6 60.94 41.98 36.19

FRN Fresno 37.1 119.7 61.59 42.74 39.92

FRD Fredericksburg 38.2 77.4 67.55 50.42 44.31

BOU Boulder 40.1 105.2 67.26 50.02 45.06

NEW Newport 48.3 117.1 71.45 56.13 52.22

SIT Sitka 57.1 135.3 73.94 60.07 58.59

Where: Magnetic inclination I is determined from IGRF for January 1991. The dip latitude is computed from δ = arctan((tan I )/2) and the
mean latitude from m = (φ + δ)/2, where φ is the N-latitude.
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In Fig. 2 we have shown the horizontal magnetograms for
the 16 days for a single station (BUR22) as a function of
local time. The main points to note are:

a) At midnight, the traces are close to a straight line, show-
ing no significant magnetic variation. Hence, the mid-
night value or the mean between the preceding and sub-
sequent midnight values can be taken as the zero ref-
erence level for the diurnal variation. Note that H and
Z field intensities henceforth have the same meaning as
�H and �Z when measured with respect to the mid-
night level.

b) The day-to-day variability in amplitude.

c) A counter-electrojet field variation (CE), as evidenced
by the negative excursion of the trace on 7 January 1991,
centred at 08:00 hours and lasting for some four hours.

d) The changes in the time of maximum, which lies be-
tween 12:00 and 14:00 hours in the first set of days until
7 January but between 10:00 and 12:00 hours in the re-
maining days, except for 6 Februarywhen themaximum

Fig. 2. Stacked H component magnetograms for the 16 selected quiet days
at station BUR22. The dates are identified along each trace and also the
global Q index for the date.

occurs again between 12:00 and 14:00 hours.

e) Most records show small disturbances at around noon,
but a few show a major disturbance in the afternoon, as
for example on 29 and 30 January.

f) The asymmetry with respect to the maximum of H . In
most of the quiet days, the rate of decay in the afternoon
is smaller than the rate of the morning increase.

These features are commonly observed and are reviewed
by Onwumechili (1967) and Forbes (1981). To reduce the
effects of short period disturbances it is customary to low
pass the data by computing hourly means. Examples of the
hourly means of the Z and H magnetic fields for all stations
on January 6, are shown in Figs. 3 to 5. Tabulated hourly
means for each station and each of the 16 quiet days can be
found in Rigoti (1994).
The latitude dependence of the diurnal variation is evident

in Figs. 3 and 4. The magnetograms are stacked according
to latitude for the observatories and according to distance
(km) from the magnetic equator for the array stations (see
also Table 1). Examining the horizontal field variation in
Fig. 3 it is seen that at low latitudes, from VAS to TAT, �H
presents a single maximum at about noon. As the latitude
increases, the noon maximum decreases until it exhibits only
a poorly defined double peaked curve at intermediary latitude
positions as for SJG and DLR (Fig. 4). At higher latitudes a
minimum�H is observed about noon, as at the observatories
FRD and BOU.
Diurnal variations of �Z in Fig. 3 show the dominance

of the EEJ field across the array from SJP31 to TAT. Here
the noon value of �Z is close to zero at the equator (sta-
tion ARA36), but increases southwards to reach a maximum
(downward field in the southern hemisphere) near station
SJP31 and decreases northwards, to attain a minimum (up-
ward field) near BRA13. Outside the region EEJ dominates,
the noon value of�Z again tends to a maximum in the south
(not shown in the figures) and to a minimum in the north,
observable perhaps at DLR (Fig. 4) but poorly defined.
The hourly mean values were used to compute the max-

imum diurnal range (midday average minus midnight av-
erage) to be used in the modelling process. Two different
definitions of the ranges were employed. The M4 range
(Onwumechili, 1967) in which the midday average is cal-
culated from four hours, 10:00 to 13:00, and a modified M3

range, comprising a three hours average, but with the central
hour being allowed to vary from day to day in order to coin-
cide with the time of maximum. The midnight average uses
the four hours 22:00 to 01:00. The averages are based on lo-
cal time and centered on the hour. The modified M3 should
give a more realistic amplitude estimate and a better fit to the
EEJ model on days when fluctuations may distort M4 con-
siderably. The implied averaging process reduces bias from
high-frequency disturbances, and also from the day-to-day
variability of the time of maximum and asymmetry noted
earlier.
To simulate a longitudinal profile we have projected the

positions of the array stations on to a line perpendicular to the
dip equator. The corresponding relative distances used in the
modelling are listed in Table 1. The EEJ exhibits longitudi-
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Fig. 3. The diurnal variation on 6 January, 1991 for all Brazilian stations using hourly means. The stations are arranged from top to bottom in order of
increasing distance from the magnetic equator. The left hand panel shows the horizontal component and the right hand panel the vertical component.

nal variability and the global conditions change with univer-
sal time, but we consider that the small longitude spread of
the array of 3◦ justifies the procedure, even including Natal,
which is the only station available in the southern edge of
the EEJ, and which is about 10◦ from the center of the array.
Several tests, using different profiles of array stations in the
modelling, showed no dependence on the longitude. It is also
clear from the modelling results, presented below, that there
is no correlation with longitude for any misfit to the model.
Less satisfactory is the extension of the profile to higher lati-
tudes with the inclusion of the North American observatories
(Table 1). However, results show that the global conditions
happened to be stable enough during the selected quiet days
to allow for a reasonable estimate of the global Sq using data
from these observatories.
The Sq and EEJ current systems are similar in nature

and effects, but have different axes of “symmetry”. The Sq
shows the least scatterwhenplotted as a function ofmean lati-
tude (Onwumechili, 1967; Fambitakoye and Mayaud, 1976;
Rigoti, 1994) and is therefore assumed to depend on the
distance from the mean equator (halfway between the ge-
ographic and dip equator). However the fitting of ground
observed EEJ fields to ionospheric current distributions, in-
dicate that the EEJ is centred around the dip equator as

shown by the present study and by previous similar studies
(Chapman, 1951b; Onwumechili, 1967; Fambitakoye and
Mayaud, 1976; Duhau and Romanelli, 1979; Hesse, 1982).
Of course neither the Sq nor EEJ are exactly symmetrical
about their respective axes, but for the purpose of fitting sim-
ple models describing the current distribution at the time of
maximumamplitude onquiet days the assumption of symme-
try is justified. Therefore, one should consider two different
profiles. One profile that uses the mean latitude as ordinate
and is used to estimate Sq and another that uses the distance
from the magnetic equator. The mean latitudes and the dis-
tance from the magnetic equator are listed in Table 1 with
the origin assumed to coincide with station ARA36, which is
close to the dip equator. Themagnetic inclination is obtained
from the IGRF for early January 1991.
An example of the extended profile in which the daily

ranges M4 are plotted as a function of mean latitude, for 6
January 1991, is shown in Fig. 5. The figure illustrates the
relative contributions of the Sq variation and the EEJ on the
horizontal and vertical field components. The solid line rep-
resents the Sq variation as obtained from the modelling and
the dashed curve represents the EEJ. The different centers of
symmetry for the maxima are indicated by the vertical lines.
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Fig. 4. H and Z diurnal variation (hourly means) on 6 January 1991
for several observatories of the USGS network. The stacked traces are
ordered according to the mean latitude, which increases from the bottom
to the top of each panel.

4. Modelling Procedure
Information about the EEJ may be obtained from ground

and high altitude studies. The latter have resulted in detailed
physicalmodels and a comprehensive reviewon the subject is
found inForbes (1981). Groundobservations of themagnetic
fields associated with the EEJ, provide information on the
EEJ morphology, particularly its latitudinal distribution.
The main characteristics of the EEJ were described by

Onwumechili (1967) by fitting an equivalent current model
to the observed magnetic fields. In such an analysis, only
simple currents systems are used such that the surface mag-
netic field components can be computed from closed expres-
sions. The EEJ current is assumed to flow eastwards along
the dip equator in a thin layer. In this layer the current density
varies only with latitude and is symmetric about the central
axis where the maximum occurs. In the meridional plane,
the current density tends to zero at some latitude. Further, the
thin layer of currents is assumed to be infinite along the E-W
direction. These conditions are appropriate for a N-S profile
of the maximum amplitude of the EEJ at noon. Duhau and
Romanelli (1979) point out that the thin layer approximation
introduces an error of less than 2% in the derived ground
magnetic fields, compared to more realistic or complex cur-
rent distributions. The reason for such a small error is that

Fig. 5. The daily range M4 of 6 January, 1991, of the H component (top
panel) and Z component (bottom panel) as a function of mean latitude.
The solid lines represent the Sq variation as determined from the inversion
and the dotted line the EEJ variation. The two vertical lines mark the
latitude for the Sq and EEJmaximum. Large circles are the observatories
and the small circles the array stations.

the vertical current density profiles are almost symmetrical
with respect to the height of the maximum current intensity
and the thickness (≈30 km) of the layer where most of the
current is flowing is small compared to its height (≈107 km)
(Davis et al., 1967).
Historically, different forms of current distribution have

been used to derive the EEJ fields that would match ground
observations. The parabolic distribution as proposed by
Chapman (1951b) and the fourth-degree distributions
(Onwumechili, 1967; Fambitakoye andMayaud, 1976) have
proved successful infitting the observations. The assumption
that the current is concentrated in a thin layer, flowing east-
wards, varying in intensity only with latitude, implies a thin-
shell model. However, implicitly, in the height-integration of
conductivities or current density, the total net eastward cur-
rent is accounted for, independently of the vertical structure
of theEEJ. Ground observations do not have the sensitivity to
discriminate between slightly different shapes of the current
distribution (Fambitakoye and Mayaud, 1976), or between
different vertical structures (Duhau and Romanelli, 1979).
Nor can they readily distinguish the part of the field created
by vertical current flow.
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The choiceof anEEJ-equivalent current distributionmodel
should then be concerned with:

a) Representing the variation of current density with lati-
tude as close to the real situation as possible, and

b) be simple enough for the magnetic fields it generates to
be expressed in close form, so as to allow for a practical
inversion of the ground observations.

The immediate consequence of (a) above is that the param-
eters of intensity and width of the EEJ should be determined
to an acceptable level of accuracy by the inversion. Two such
models of EEJ-equivalent current distribution, which satisfy
conditions (a) and (b) above, were given by Onwumechili
(1967) and Fambitakoye and Mayaud (1976). The latter au-
thors compared the results of their current distribution model
with the numerical physical model of Richmond (1972).
They concluded that the intensity and width parameters in
their model have real physical meaning. This conclusion is
also valid for Onwumechili’s model, since Onwumechili’s
central positive part of the current is easily shown (Rigoti,
1994) to be equivalent to the distribution of Fambitakoye and
Mayaud, for a certain ratio of the central positive to the flank
negative currents in Onwumechili’s model.
Onwumechili’s current model (Onwumechili, 1967) has

been chosen for the present study because it accommodates
(in a single layer) the negative currents at the EEJ flanks,
which can account for the minimum in the northward com-
ponent of the magnetic field observed 800 km south of the
magnetic equator, at station NAT40 (see Fig. 5). Previous
ground based studies have reported on the minima of EEJ’s
H field at approximately the same distance from the equator
(e.g. Chapman, 1951b; Onwumechili, 1967; Fambitakoye et
al., 1976; Hesse, 1982). High altitude observations also point
to the existence of negative currents in the flanks of the EEJ
which can generate the observed H minima on the ground
(Maynard, 1967; Cain and Sweeney, 1973; Musmann and
Seiler, 1978). Furthermore, physical models predict that the
reverse currents at some distance from the axis of the EEJ,
responsible for the ground observed H minima, can be gen-
erated by a reversal of the vertical polarisation field (Sugiura
and Poros, 1969) and severe wind shears (Anandarao and
Raghavarao, 1987). Recall that Onwumechili’s current dis-
tribution is expressed as:

J = J0
a2(a2 + αx2)

(a2 + x2)2
, α ≤ −1 (1)

where J0 is the maximum current density at the centre of the
distribution, a = ω(−α)1/2 withω as the halfwidth andα the
parameter which governs the distribution along a meridian.
A negative α causes the current to reverse sign at a certain
distance x . The minimum in �H as observed at our station
NAT is thus expected and it seems appropriate to assume that
for the EEJ currents the ratio of the peak westward current
at the flanks to the peak eastward current (at the center) is
approximately 0.3 as suggested by several previous studies
(Musmann and Seiler, 1978; Anandarao and Raghavarao,
1979; Onwumechili et al., 1989). To incorporate this ratio in
the model, the parameter α was allowed to vary only slightly
around −1.8 in the inversion process. Under certain simpli-
fying assumptions, the northward X and vertical Z magnetic

field components generated by the above current distribution
are given by:

(signz)X

= Ka
(h + αh + 2αa)(u + b)2 + (h + αh + 2a)(h + a)2

2[(u + b)2 + (h + a)2]2
, (2)

and

−(signx )Z

= Ka
(u + b)[(1 + α)(u + b)2 + (h + αh + 3a − αa)(h + a)]

2[(u + b)2 + (h + a)2]2
,

(3)

where:
x is the northward distance from the central axis of the
current distribution,

z, the vertical distance (positive downwards) from the
current distribution,

signx,z is the sign of the coordinate x or z,
b, a vertical scale length, related to the half-thickness,
u, the magnitude of the northward distance x ,
h, the magnitude of the vertical distance z,
K , stands for the magnetic field of an infinite current
sheet with constant intensity J0, K = 0.2π J0,

α, a dimensionless constant, determining the propor-
tion of westward current in the flanks of the current
distribution,

a, a constant meridional scale length, related to the
half-width ω as a = ω(−α)1/2.

Equations (2) and (3) are used as fitting equations (forward
model) in the inversion of the observed H and Z field com-
ponents of the EEJ and Sq . Due to the assumptions made in
the derivation of these equations, only profiles perpendicular
to the axis of the current distribution at the time of maximum
around noon can be modelled.
A non-linear least-squares procedure was adapted from

Rigoti and Crossley (1987) to invert the H and Z field pro-
files for the model represented by Eqs. (2) and (3). The
parameters to be estimated are K , a, α and the centre of the
current distribution u0. A height (h) of 110 km was assumed
for the Sq current and 107 km (Davis et al., 1967) for the
EEJ. Parameter (b) was set to zero, as if the current was
concentrated in an infinitely thin layer. EEJ results have also
been computed for b = 9.47 km (Onwumechili et al., 1989).
In Eqs. (2) and (3) “u” is substituted by (u − u0). The prob-
lem is non-linear in the parameters a and u0 and the system
is overdetermined, i.e. the number of data (n) is larger than
the number of parameters (m).
Derivatives of (2) and (3)with respect to each of the param-

eters form the derivative matrix A(n ×m), which is factored
(e.g. Jackson, 1972) into:

A = UVt (4)

where  is a diagonal matrix containing the m non-zero sin-
gular values λ1, λ2, . . . , λm ofA,U is an orthogonal (n×m)

matrix containing, in the first m rows, the m semi-
orthonormalized data eigenvalues (λ) and V is an orthogo-
nalmatrix containing them semi-orthonormalized parameter
eigenvectors (ν).
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With �C as the vector containing the differences between
observed and calculated data at any iteration and �p as
the parameter update vector, the linearised problem (�C =
A�p) has the solution:

�p = V−1Ut�C. (5)

To ensure convergence, solution (5) is modified by intro-
ducing an arbitrary factor K to give the damped least-squares
solution (Marquardt, 1970; Johansen, 1977):

�p =
m∑
j=1

B jλ j

(λ2
j + K )

v j , (6)

where B = Ut�C.
The residual variance (Inman, 1975),

σ 2 = (D�C)tD�C
(n − m)

, (7)

was used as a convergence criterion and as a measure of
goodness of fit. The data weighting matrix D was taken
as the identity matrix, implying constant and uncorrelated
data error. With this weighting, at the end of the inversion
process, σ 2 gives the precision within which the model fits
the observations. If the data were weighted with the real
error they contain, which is unknown, the final σ 2 would be
equal to one. Once σ 2 is computed, the parameter covariance
matrix (Jackson, 1972) can be calculated by:

Cov(p) = σ 2(V−2Vt), (8)

and the root-squared diagonal elements of the covariance
matrix give the parameter standard deviations. The more
independent a parameter is in the model, the more realistic
the standard deviation will be.
The inversion process described above is used to model

both Sq and EEJ. The difference is in the scale of the prob-
lem. For the Sq, distances are in degrees of mean latitude
whereas for the EEJ, distances are in kilometres.
The Sq was estimated by fitting the model to the obser-

vatories’ data, with the constraint that the amplitude of the
Sq should be such that, after its subtraction from the daily
ranges, the resulting EEJ would have a meridional distribu-
tion parameter α of −1.8 (Westward/Eastward current about
0.3). This step required preliminary inversions of the EEJ
daily ranges. After the Sq was subtracted from the daily
ranges and the remaining EEJ daily ranges were separated
into internal and external parts, the latterwas inverted to yield
the final EEJ model.
A typical example of EEJ inversion results is tabled below.

Note that at the final joint inversion of H and Z , all four
parameters were allowed to vary. At some of the previous
stages of the modelling process, α was fixed to a specified
value, but at the final joint inversion of the two components,
its value would remain −1.8 without any further constraint.
Inversion results for the quiet day of 6 January, 1991 after

6 iterations.
From the singular value structure it is seen that the system

is well behaved and close to linearity. Each of the eigen-
vectors “points” dominantly to one of the four parameters.

Residual variance = 2.97.

Model parameters

K α a x0

105.68 −1.78 676.1 17.21

Singular value structure-eigenvalues

λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4

67.79112 3.25186 0.09305 1.11015

Associate eigenvectors

v1 v2 v3 v4

−0.01666 0.99915 0.03753 −0.00300 K

−0.99985 −0.01683 0.00419 0.00036 α

−0.00481 0.03746 −0.99929 0.00180 a

0.00032 0.00294 0.00191 0.99999 x0

Parameter covariance matrix

K α a x0

0.763 K

0.049 0.007 α

−12.852 −1.435 342.524 a

0.018 0.004 −0.651 2.411 x0

The eigenvalues are all significant, the smallest being asso-
ciated with the eigenvector which points to the parameter a
(meridional scale length). The covariance matrix shows that
parameter a presents the largest uncertainty and correlates
with K and α. However, its standard deviation computed
from the respective diagonal element of the covariance is
±18.5 km, which is very small as it represents only 3% of
the value of the parameter. The negative covariance between
a and K indicates that one can, to a certain extent, increase
the width and reduce the intensity of the EEJ and still main-
tain the fit to within the data error. The degree of equivalence
involving a, K and α was also tested by random search for
acceptable solutions around the model estimated by the in-
version. It was found that the tolerance for changes in a is
less than 10%, i.e. for changes in a larger than 10% (relative
to the value it has at the minimum residual variance) there
were no equivalent changes in K and α that were able to
adjust the data within the same residual variance.
It is seen in Fig. 5 that the observations map in detail the

electrojet in the proximity of the equator but that the profile
lacks observations in the region of the tail of the EEJ and its
transition to the Sq level. There is only one station, NAT40,
well positioned in the transition region. Modelling and re-
moval of the Sq fields in the equatorial region is difficult,
as the recorded fields are the joint responses of EEJ and Sq.
The lack of data just outside the EEJ region increases the
problem. To constraint the amplitude of the Sq in the in-
version, the expected shape (see below) of the EEJ current
distribution was used as a priori information.
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Table 2. Solar Quiet parameters.

K (nT) α a (Degree) x0 (Degree) �HMAX (nT)

M4 M3 M4 M3 M4 M3 M4 M3 M4 M3

Mean 66.6 72.3 −1.9 1.9 40.4 39.9 −6.1 −5.5 87.8 95.1

St. dev. 13.9 15.4 0.55 0.6 5.12 5.32 2.53 2.22 18.3 20.4

The dashed curve of �H in Fig. 5 delineates the EEJ field
superimposed on the Sq field. It is seen that the value of
H at station NAT40 requires the EEJ’s �H to contain a
minimum, going well below the Sq level. Although the min-
imum in the EEJ’s �H is based on a single station (NAT40),
such aminimumhas been observed elsewhere (see references
quoted earlier). The minimum in �H as observed at station
NAT40 is thus expected and it seems appropriate to assume
for the EEJ currents that the ratio of the peak westward cur-
rent (at the flanks) to the peak eastward current (at the cen-
tre) is around 30% (Musmann and Seiler, 1978; Anandarao
and Raghavarao, 1979; Onwumechili et al., 1989). In order
to incorporate this ratio for the EEJ in the modelling, the
peak amplitude �H of the Sq was constrained to a certain
equatorial amplitude that determines the adequate zero level
(background) for the EEJ’s �H .

5. Estimate of the Solar Quiet (Sq)
For the Sq, only H data were inverted. The final model

(K , α, a, x0, b = 0, h = 1◦) which generates the best H
fit was then used to calculate Z , by considering that the Sq
consists of the external (primary) field plus the internal (sec-
ondary) field generated by the currents induced in the earth
by the external field. It is assumed that the ratio of internal
to external contribution is 0.4 (Chapman, 1919). The theo-
retical Z curves calculated with the model that generated the
Sq external H , multiplied by 0.6 (the internal Z opposes the
external), fit the observations reasonably well (see Fig. 6).
The vertical component at Vassouras often fits poorly, which
is attributed to the strong temperature drift that was evident
in the magnetograms.
Figure 6 presents the Sq H and Z fields that best fit the ob-

servatories’ (circles) data. Only the profiles for theM4 ranges
are shown, but theM3 ranges are virtually identical. The sin-
gle observatory appearing in the southern part is Vassouras
and the one closest to the equator in the northern portion of
the profile is San Juan. Considering that these two obser-
vatories are approximately equidistant from the equator, it
is clear that the centre of the Sq is located in the southern
hemisphere, and lies much closer to Vassouras than to San
Juan.
Table 2 summarises the inversion results for the Sq pa-

rameters K , a, α and x0 from which the external part of the
Sq may be computed. To recover the curves that best fit the
observations, it is necessary to multiply the results obtained
fromEqs. (2) and (3), after substituting the corresponding pa-
rameters, by 1.4 and 0.6 respectively. These factors account
for the assumed ratio of internal to external parts. Values in
the column �HMAX refer to the peak horizontal field of the
Sq as it would be recorded (internal + external).

Fig. 6. Solar Quiet latitude profiles. Curves are the theoretical �H and
�Z values that best fit the observatories’ M4 daily ranges (circles). For
clarity’s sake dashed or continuous curves and full or empty circles are
used alternatively. The horizontal thin mark the zero amplitude level and
the vertical ones mark the position of the maximum.

The results show a high degree of consistency between
days (Rigoti, 1994). Both daily ranges M4 and M3 pro-
duce the same parameters, except for the amplitude (K and
�HMAX) which is about 9% higher in the case of M3.
Of immediate interest for the study of the EEJ are the

H and Z profiles of the Sq which can now be extrapolated
to the region of the array and subtracted from the observed
field to yield the daily ranges caused by the EEJ (external +
internal) alone.

6. The EEJ Internal Part and Observed Z Asym-
metry

The significance of induced currents associated with the
EEJ when examined in the latitude profiles of daily ranges
(noon maximum) has been controversial. Forbush and
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Casaverde (1961) find that the induction associated with the
regular daily variation of the EEJ is compatible with that of
an image current at 600 km depth. Fambitakoye (1973) and
Fambitakoye and Mayaud (1973) show that there are image
currents associated with the perturbations of the EEJ, but that
induction associated with the regular daily variation of the
EEJ is negligible. Ducruix et al. (1977) present a theoretical
treatment confirming Fambitakoye and Mayaud’s observa-
tions. Duhau and Romanelli (1979) confirm Forbush and
Casaverde’s results in Peru. In the region of the present ar-
ray study, Hesse (1982) reports to have found only a very
small internal part related to the EEJ, reflecting an image
current at a depth of 1300 km. More recently, Duhau and
Osella (1983, 1984, 1985) find the depth to the highly con-
ducting layer to be at more than a 1000 km in Africa and
Favetto et al. (1992) obtained a depth of 1000 km under the
Indian shield.
The results that follow confirm that there is only a small

(<10% of the external) internal contribution that can possi-
bly be attributed to the EEJ regular daily variation. Profiles
of the internal H and Z , as expected for an EEJ image at
depth (see Fig. 7), were obtained for only 5 of the 16 quiet
days for which the EEJ was successfully modelled. For the
remainder days (Rigoti, 1994), either the internal part was
too small to be interpreted or it was erratic, but still smaller
than 10% of the external. The inaccuracy in the estimate
of the Sq and departures from the assumed simple model of
current distribution may be the reasons for the lack of con-
sistency in determining the internal part of the EEJ regular
daily variation. Fambitakoye (1973) points out that the EEJ
internal-external separation is very sensitive to the definition
of the Sq (SPR in his notation).
The Kertz operator (Kertz, 1954) by means of Hilbert

transforms (Siebert andKertz, 1957) was used for the separa-
tion of the EEJ into its internal and external parts. Denoting
the reverse sign Hilbert transform of the observed (EEJ part
in the daily ranges) H and Z fields by “KH” and “KZ” re-
spectively and using the subscript “e” for external and “i”
for internal parts, the separation is based on the following
simple relations:

He = 1

2
(H + KZ), Hi = 1

2
(H − KZ), (9)

and

Ze = 1

2
(Z − KH), Z i = 1

2
(Z + KH). (10)

The fitting equations (2) and (3) are a pair of Hilbert trans-
forms. Therefore, if a single model (K , a, α, x0) substituted
into these equations fits both H and Z observations, it means
that there is no internal contribution. By inverting H alone
using Eq. (2) as the forward problem, KH can be determined
by substituting thefinalmodel of the H inversion into Eq. (3).
Similarly, by inverting Z alone using Eq. (3), KZ can be
found by substituting the final model of the Z inversion into
Eq. (2). OnceKH andKZ have been analytically determined,
Eqs. (9) and (10) give the internal part of the two magnetic
components.
The H and Z values used in Eqs. (9) and (10) for the

computation of the internal parts are the ones that fitted the

Fig. 7. The EEJ profile on 6 January, 1991. Continuous curves are the
theoretical �H and �Z fitting the EEJ external part of the daily ranges
M4 (circles) and dashed curves represent the small EEJ internal part.

observations, when the individual H and Z inversions were
performed.
Before the inversion, the Z values are corrected for a com-

monly observed asymmetry (Onwumechili, 1967). Figure 6
shows the triangles marking the position of the Z value at
the centre (first approximation) of the EEJ. It is seen that
in most cases the estimated Z of the Sq passes above the
triangle, which means that after subtracting the Sq Z from
the Z daily ranges, the remaining Z of the EEJ is slightly
asymmetric. If the Sq fields could have been computed pre-
cisely, there would probably be no asymmetry. On some
quiet days, like 28 December 1990 and 6 January 1991, Z at
the centre of the EEJ is exactly on the Sq Z curve, so that
it will be zero after the Sq Z is subtracted from the Z daily
ranges. However, there is generally a need for a correction
for the asymmetry in Z . To determine the amount cZ (shown
in Table 3) to be added to the Z data, the observed Z curve
is compared to the Hilbert transform of H .

7. Morphology of the Electrojet
As discussed in Section 4, the meridional distribution pa-

rameter α was assumed to have a value around −1.8 which
translates into 0.3 ratio of westward to eastward current, ac-
counting for the minima observed at the tails of the EEJ.
For most of the quiet days analysed, the correction of the

EEJ daily ranges due to the subtraction of the internal part
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Table 3. Summary of EEJ parameters.

M4 M3

b = 0 km b = 9.47 km b = 0 km b = 9.47 km

Parameter Mean St. dev. Mean Mean St. dev. Mean

K (nT) 93.6 25.0 91.8 111.6 24.4 109.4

α −1.81 0.06 −1.82 −1.81 0.03 −1.82

a (km) 542.0 86.5 569.3 543.9 70.3 572.4

x0 (km) 1.48 15.93 1.76 1.67 13.12 2.05

HMAX (nT) 59.7 16.3 59.6 71.3 15.9 71.3

ω (km) 402.9 67.0 422.4 404.3 54.9 424.3

J0 (A/km) 148.94 39.85 146.05 177.7 38.86 174.1

JMIN (A/km) −43.70 12.38 −42.98 −51.99 11.74 −51.3

u JMIN (km) 786 128 825 789 105 829

JMIN/J0 −0.29 0.01 −0.29 −0.29 0.01 −0.29

I+ (103A) 66.9 20.5 68.9 79.8 19.8 82.2

ZMAX (nT) 45.9 12.6 45.9 54.9 12.3 54.9

u ZMAX (km) 343 47 349 344 38 351

u H0 (km) 452 69 463 454 56 464

cZ (nT) 6.9 5.6 6.9 8.7 5.4 8.7

Res. var. 3.4 1.3 4.1 3.3 0.8 4.3

Where:
HMAX (nT), the peak amplitude of the horizontal field on the ground.
ω (km), the half-width of the current, related to “a” as a = ω(−α)1/2.
J0 (A/km), the peak Eastward “current density”, related to K as K = 0.2π J0.
JMIN (A/km), the minimum (Westward) “current density” from JMIN = J0α2/[4(α − 1)].
u JMIN (km), the distance from the current axis to where JMIN occurs, given by (u JMIN)2 = a2(α − 2)/α.
(JMIN/J0), the ratio of the minimum to the maximum current density.
I+, the total positive (Eastward) current in Amperes.
ZMAX (nT), the maximum amplitude of Z on the ground.
u ZMAX (km), distance from the centre to where ZMAX occurs.
u H0 (km), distance from the centre to where H is zero, before reversing sign.
cZ (nT), the constant added to Z data to correct for the asymmetry.
(Res. var.), the residual variance.

was smaller than 4 nT. Nevertheless this small correction
improved the fit obtained in the inversion of the external part
of the fields. It represents a fine adjustment to the data, such
that H and Z latitude profiles better represent a Hilbert trans-
form pair. The general characteristics of EEJ latitude profiles
obtained from the joint inversion of the EEJ external H and
Z for the 16 quiet days can be seen in Fig. 8 for the M4 range
(the results for the M3 range are virtually identical (Rigoti,
1994)). These curves represent probably the most detailed
mapping of the electrojet ground signatures near the centre of
the EEJ reported to date. In contrast to the frequently men-
tioned difficulties of fitting the Z component, the present
results show an excellent fit from the joint inversion of H
and Z components. The mean residual variance (Table 3) is
about 3–4 nT. This means that on average, the model ad-
justs to the data within 3–4 nT, which is comparable to the
observational error.

Z ranges of NAT40 (distance = −800 km), although plot-
ted in Fig. 8 were not included in the inversion because they

are generally affected by induction (probably coast-effect).
On the other hand, the H component of NAT40, assumed to
have negligible induction effect, was very important in the
choice of a model which could accommodate the �H min-
ima at the flanks of the electrojet, as observed at this station.
Notice that NAT40’s H range is always below the line of zero
H (level of Sq’s H ). In the quiet days of 7 and 11 December
1990 the station NAT40 is not available because its recording
started only on 12 December 1990.
Table 3 summarises the morphology of the electrojet, in

terms of themodel parameters usingOnwumechili’s notation
(Onwumechili et al., 1989).
To illustrate the advantage of rangesM3 with variable cen-

tral hour over M4, it is interesting to examine how the EEJ
builds up, starting early morning, attaining the maximum at
about noon and then decaying in the afternoon, to vanish by
evening. Figure 9A shows a normal behaviour of the EEJ
and Fig. 9B shows a quiet day marked by a morning counter-
electrojet (CE). The “hourly ranges” plotted in these figures
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Fig. 8. The EEJ external part of the daily rangesM4 as a function of latitude
for the 16 quiet days. The solid (or dashed) curves are the model curves
and the circles the observed data.

reflect approximately the contribution of the EEJ alone. The
Sq determined from daily ranges M4 was shifted up or down
to match the value of the hourly range at Vassouras and then
was subtracted from the hourly ranges at the array stations.
The continuous curves through the �H and �Z data are the
result of inversion exercises designed to test the consistency
between the EEJ model and the data.
In Fig. 9A an example is shown of the growth and decay

of the EEJ profile of what we believe is a normal quiet day
(Jan. 6 1991). Until 08:00 hours in the morning the hourly
ranges are all close to zero, although a very small amplitude
CE can just be detected at 06:00 and 07:00 hours. As the
earth rotates with respect to the sun the EEJ fields become
clearly noticeable at 9:00 and built to a maximum at 13:00.
From there the amplitude decreases to reach a zero level at
18:00. The solid curves are shown only when the fit obtained
from the inversion test was reasonable. It is seen that even
for this quiet day the model cannot fit �Z at 10:00. This
means that a simple model of a current sheet infinitely long
in the W-E direction does not explain all the data at this time
of this day. The 4 hours period which is more representative
of the peak amplitude of the EEJ in this example would be
within 11:00 and 15:00, and if the number of hours is limited
to three, these would certainly be 12:00, 13:00 and 14:00.
H and Z profiles at these hours not only show the largest
amplitude but are also more consistent with the model. The
traditional M4 daily ranges are thus not always a good choice

to represent the noon maximum. Next example makes this
point clearer.
Despite the morning counter-electrojet in 7 January 1991

(Fig. 9B) an intense eastward electrojet develops after 11:00
with the maximum very well defined between 12:00 and
14:00 hours. On the other hand, at 10:00, the CE is still
present and its effect on the 4-hours average is to decrease
the amplitude of H . For comparison, the traditional M4

ranges give the EEJ maximum �H of 42.4 nT while the M3

(12:00 to 14:00) ranges give 77.5 nT, a 45% difference.

8. Summary and Conclusions
The present array study has enabled us to map the EEJ

magneticfields in considerable detail in an area straddling the
magnetic equator. Insufficient data at the tails of the EEJ and
its transition to the Sq was overcome by making the assump-
tion that the westward current at the flanks of the EEJ is 30%
of the central eastward current. While there is some support
for this assumption (Musmann and Seiler, 1978; Anandarao
and Raghavarao, 1979; Onwumechili et al., 1989) it is not
necessarily universally accepted (Fambitakoye and Mayaud,
1976). However, when used as a priori information in a
combined Sq and EEJ inversion it constrains the amplitude
of the Sq and allowes for its extrapolation to the equatorial
region. The result is that for the selected 16 quiet days, the
inversions show a very good fit of both H and Z field data
to Onwumechili’s (1967) model for the EEJ current distribu-
tion. H and Z daily ranges of the external EEJ were jointly
inverted for the 16 quiet days.
For most days, a small correction for an asymmetry in

Z was necessary before the internal/external separation and
the final inversion could be performed. It is suggested that
the accuracy can be significantly improved if more stations
are available along the N-S profile up to and including the
latitude where the Sq H describes a minimum.
All computations and inversions were carried out using

both the M4 and M3 ranges. Comparison (Rigoti, 1994)
of the results suggest that if there are sufficient quiet days
available for analysis, it may not matter which of the two
ranges is used. However in cases of limited choice, range
M3 may give a more realistic estimate of the amplitude of
the EEJ.
The mean value of the total eastward current was found

to be 67,000±20,000 A based on the daily ranges M4 and
80,000±20,000 A for M3. From a profile study at about the
same longitude in NE Brazil, Hesse (1982) found intensities
in the range of 20,000 to 70,000 A, and Onwumechili et
al. (1989) determined, from satellite data, a value between
50,000 and 61,000 A for a longitude sector that includes the
area of the present study. These results compare well, but the
spread in estimates reflects daily and seasonal variability.
The half width of the EEJ eastward (positive) was deter-

mined as 403±67 km, which again compares very well with
the 350 to 400 km obtained by Hesse (1982).
The high density of stations near the dip equator provided

by the array allowed for an accurate mapping of the centre
of the EEJ. The average position of the centre was 21 km
south of the dip equator, with a variability expressed by the
standard deviation of the mean as ±16 km. The maximum
distance observed was 62 km.
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Fig. 9. (A) Hourly mean profiles of the EEJ on a typical quiet day (6 January 1991). The solid lines are the model fit. (B) Hourly profiles of the EEJ on a
quiet day with the occurrence of a morning counter-electrojet (7 January 1991).

A possible correlation between the variability of EEJ and
Sq was analysed (Rigoti, 1994) in terms of current intensity
and movement of the centres. Only a slight tendency for a
linear relation between the intensity of the EEJ and Sq was
found. The movements of Sq and EEJ centres did not show
any clear correlation.
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